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The Russo-Japanese War 

A Game by Horiba Wataru @horiba_wataru 

Translation by Joe Fonseca @JoeFonsecaHist 

Version 1.0 

Translation Notes: This is my first attempt at translating boardgame rules. I made every effort 

to keep things as accurate as possible, but apologize in advance for any mistakes or 

misinterpretations. Please feel free to contact me with corrections or comments.  

Where possible I avoided proper names and instead referred to cards by number and board game 

spaces by area number. 

This is an excellent game and if you like it, I encourage you to also check out Pacific Go, which 

(thankfully) already has English rules.  

Let’s get started!  

Getting Started 

This game is recreates the Russo-Japanese War fought between 1904 (Meiji 37) and 1905 (Meiji 

38). As much as possible, the game uses simple and easy to understand rules, but there are quite 

a few of them. It is recommended that you quickly glance through the book before jumping into 

your first game. It is easier to remember if you look things up as you play. It doesn’t matter if 

you make a mistake. If you doubt yourself, refer to the rules and try to remember gradually. 

Contents 

This game contains at least these things. If you’re missing anything contact the following 

address: mokotacat@jcom.home.ne.jp 

• 22 counters 

• 16 cards 

• 1 map 

• 1 rulebook 

Hit markers are bonus. Feel free to use them to count the number of hits in battle. You’re going 

to need dice to play. It’s convenient to have around 4. 

Glossary 

Please refer here if you come across a word or term you do not understand 

Units 

• Pieces that represent the combat units of the Russo-Japanese War.  

• Ochre for the Japanese Army and Green for the Russian Army.  

• Naval Units have their nation’s ensign on their bases.  
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• Every unit has two strength levels except for the Western Detachment (Russian Unit with 

red text and a cavalry figure) and the Port Arthur Garrison (a special Russian Unit with a 

picture of fortifications). The front of the unit is full strength, and the back of the unit 

(usually with a small explosion graphic) represents a damaged unit.  

• The numbers on both land and sea units represent their combat strength points. 

• Units with a flag are placed directly on the map at the start of the game. 

• Japanese units with the circled number will be placed as reinforcements on that turn in 

the Recover/Reinforcement Phase”. 

• If a full-strength unit suffers 1 damage as a result of a battle, it will be flipped to its 

damaged side. (If the Russian Western Detachment suffers damage it is removed). 

• If a damaged unit suffers a further 1 damage, or a full-strength unit suffers two damage, 

remove it from the game. 

• Once a unit is removed from the game it cannot be brought back. 

Markers 

• These markers are used to record the progress and status of the game. 

• There are turn markers, Victory Point (VP) markers, and supply markers. 

Turn 

• The game is played in turns. 

• After you finish all parts of the game turn, move on to the next turn. 

• One turn represents two months. There are 8 turns in total. 

Area 

• Areas are spaces on the map separated by white or red lines. Each area is numbered. 

• Areas 1 and 23 each represent one area. 

• Areas 19 and 23 are NOT adjacent. You cannot move directly between them. 

Victory Conditions 

The outcome of the game is determined by the Victory Points at the end of the 8th Turn. 

However, if the Russian Army can achieve a total victory before then, the game will end early. 

Russian Army Automatic Victory 

The Russian Army wins if any of these conditions are met: 

1: Occupy any of the Japanese Army’s Source Areas after the stipulated turn 

• Area 12 after the 1st turn 

• Area 2 after the 4th turn 

2: Damage to Japanese soldiers 

• If at the end of any turn, 3 or more Japanese army units are damaged or destroyed. 
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Japanese Army Automatic Victory 

If at the end of any turn the Japanese has 6 VP or more, the game ends in a Major Japanese 

Victory. 

Japanese Army Victory Conditions 

If there is no automatic victory by the end of the 8th turn, victory will be judged by the number of 

VP the Japanese army has acquired. The Russian Army does not acquire VPs.  

The VPs acquired from the Japanese Army occupying Liaoyang (Area 14) and Mukden (Area 

23) will not be lost even if the Russian Army managed to retake the positions. For example: If 

the Japanese Army occupy Liaoyang (Area 14) on turn 4 (Gaining 2 VP) and the Russian Army 

reoccupies it on turn 5, 2 VP will not be lost by the Japanese Army. However, if the Russian 

Army managed to hang on to Liaoyang (Area 14) and Mukden (Area 23) until the end of turn 8, 

the Japanese Army will lose 1 VP per retained area.  

The VPs that the Japanese Army can obtain by occupying these spaces are based on the turn in 

which they occupy them. For example, if the Japanese occupy Liaoyang (Area 14) on turn 3, 

they will receive 2VP, which would normally be the reward for capturing the area on turn 4, 

because it is the earliest possible condition.  

VP from occupation is only confirmed in the “VP Acquisition” part of the end phase. Therefore, 

if the Russian Army manages to reoccupy a captured space during the same turn it was initially 

captured by the Japanese Army, the Japanese Army will not receive those VPs. 

Losing VP 

• The Russian Army holds Liaoyang (Area 14) at the end of the game -1 VP 

• The Russian Army holds Mukden (Area 23) at the end of the game -1 VP 

• The Port Arthur Garrison exists at the end of the game -1 VP 

• Each Japanese Army unit that is damaged or destroyed at the end of the game. -1 VP 

• The Baltic Fleet is in Vladivostok at the end of the game -1 VP 

• The Russian Player uses the “Vladivostok Fleet” Card (Naval Card #4)  -1 VP 

Gaining VP 

• A Direct Appeal by the Russian Army (Only 1 time) 1 VP 

• The Japanese Army captures Liaoyang on or before Turn 4 2 VP 

• The Japanese Army captures Liaoyang on Turn 5 1 VP 

• The Port Arthur Garrison is completely destroyed by Turn 6 1 VP 

• The Japanese Army captures Mukden on or before Turn 7 2 VP 

• The Japanese Army captures Mukden on Turn 8 1 VP 

• The Baltic Fleet is damaged (Only 1 Time) 1 VP 

• The Baltic Fleet is destroyed 2 VP 

• The Japanese Player uses the Sakhalin Strategy card (Land Card #2) 1 VP 
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• VP Gains from the Baltic Fleet are cumulative (1 VP + 2 VP if damaged and then 

destroyed) 

If the Final VP score is 2 or less, the Japanese Army is defeated. If the Japanese Army has 3-5 

points, they win. If the Japanese Army has 6 or more points, it is a Major Victory. 

Setup 

• Place all these specified units on the board in their correct spaces. 

• Japanese Army 

o First Army -  Uiju (Area 12) 

o Second Army – Te-Li-Ssu (Area 3) 

o First Fleet – Sasebo (Fleet Operations Insert Left Ochre Box) 

o Second Fleet – Maizuru (Fleet Operations Insert Right Ochre Box) 

• Russian Army 

o First Siberian Corps- Gaizhou (Area 4) 

o Second Sibera Corps- Liancheng County (Area 11) 

o 1st Corps- Liaoyang (Area 14) 

o Port Arthur Garrison- Port Arthur Fortress Track Space 3 

o Port Arthur Fleet- Port Arthur (Fleet Operations Insert Left Green Box) 

o Vladivostok Fleet- Vladivostok (Fleet Operations Insert Right Green Box) 

o Baltic Fleet- Reval (Baltic Fleet Insert Top Green Box) 

• Both Players draw a random Tactical Card. Keep the Tactical Card hidden from your 

opponent, but you can check it at any time. 

• Place the Turn Marker on the 1 space of the Turn Track 

• Place the VP marker on the 0 Space of the VP Track 

• Place each army’s supply marker on the following spaces of the supply track 

o Japanese Army: 12 

o Russian Army: 4 

If the supply number ever exceeds 10, flip the marker over to its +10 side. 

Game Turn 

The game turn proceeds through the following steps. They must all be completed in order. 

• Japanese Army 1st Movement Phase 

• Japanese Army Combat Phase 

• Japanese Army 2nd Movement Phase 

• Russian Army 1st Movement Phase 

• Russian Army Combat Phase 

• Russian Army 2nd Movement Phase 

• Recovery/ Reinforcement Phase 

• Fleet Operations Phase 

o Russian Navy Movement (Including Blatic Fleet) 
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o Japanese Naval Movement 

o Maritime Combat Resolution 

• End Phase 

• Japanese Supply Acquisition 

• Russian Supply Roll and Acquisition 

• Ships Return to Port 

• VP Acquisition 

• Acquire Tactical Card (Japanese First) 

When all of these steps are completed, advance the turn marker by one space and begin from the 

top. 

Unit Placement Restrictions 

Only 1 Unit can be placed in any land area 

Exception: The Russian Western Detachment Unit can be stacked with any other Russian Unit. 

Also, when moving, you can move through an area containing a friendly unit. 

Movement 

Each unit can only move to adjacent areas during its movement phase. You cannot enter a space 

occupied by an enemy unit. Exception: The Russian Detachment Unit can move up to 2 areas. 

Exception Two: Russian Army units can move up to 2 areas when the “Mishchenko” Tactical 

Card (Land Card # 5) is played on them. In this case the Western Detachment Unit can move up 

to 3 areas. You can also move through areas containing friendly units. 

Rail Movement 

Both armies can make one rail move per turn. When traveling by rail, immediately spend 1 

supply point after declaring which unit will make the move. A unit that travels by rail must start 

in an area containing a rail line and travels along that rail line. This unit may pass through areas 

containing friendly units. You cannot enter an area occupied by an enemy unit, though you may 

end your move in an adjacent area. Rail movement may be performed in either the first or second 

movement phase. 

Combat 

If there are enemy units adjacent to an area occupied by a friendly unit, you may perform a 

combat during your combat phase. (It is not compulsory) 

The side that is fighting during its own combat phase is the attacker. The enemy is the defender. 

An area cannot be attacked multiple times during a combat phase however a single attack can 

come from multiple areas simultaneously. Attacking units can only attack once per turn. 

The attacker first specifies the target area and then declares the attacking units. The attacker then 

declares how many supply points they will contribute to the fight. You can add up to 2 supply 

points for each unit. 
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The defender can then declare how many supply points they will contribute to the battle. 

When attacking from multiple areas, the number of hits from each attacking area is added 

together. 

Combat Resolution 

If you do not add supply to an attacking or defending unit, it will roll 1 die (which is normal). 

Each contributed supply point adds another die. 

Example: When one unit attacks and two supply points are used, that unit rolls a total of 3 dice (1 

normal + 2 for the added supply) 

Example 2: When two units attack and three supply points are contributed, a total of 5 dice are 

thrown by the attacking side (1 for each unit plus 3 for the additional supply) 

If units with different combat strengths participate in the same attack, declare which unit is 

receiving the supply (it is the combat strength that dictates what you need to roll to hit) 

Battles are resolved simultaneously, but for convenience the attacker rolls first. If the roll of the 

dice is less than or equal to the combat strength of the attacking unit, it hits applying 1 damage. 

Next the defender rolls the dice. If the roll is less than or equal to the combat strength of the 

defending unit, it hits applying 1 damage. 

Check the number of hits (the number of dice that rolled equal to or less than the combat strength 

of the throwing unit) for both the attacker and the defender. The difference between the numbers 

is the amount of damage that is applied to the loser (the side that rolled fewer hits). If both sides 

roll the same number of hits, the battle is a draw and neither side suffers damage. 

Example: The Japanese 1st Army in perfect condition attacks the Russian Second Siberian Corp 

in perfect condition. The Japanese Army declares two supply points, then the Russian Army 

declares one supply point. First the Japanese Army rolls 3 dice scoring 1, 2, 4. Therefore they 

achieved 2 hits. The Russian Army now rolls 2 dice scoring 2 and 5. They achieved 1 hit. As a 

result of subtracting the lower Russian Army hit score (1) from the higher Japanese Army hit 

score (2) the losing Russian unit suffers 1 point of damage. 

Applying Damage 

When damage occurs apply it using the following restrictions. Full Strength units are flipped 

over to their damaged side when they receive 1 point of damage. (The Russian Western 

Detachment is simply destroyed). If a damaged unit suffers further damage it is destroyed. Units 

once removed from the game cannot be brought back. 

If the attacker takes damage, it must be applied to the units through step reduction. 

For example, applying 2 damage points must reduce two steps. Therefore, if only one unit 

attacks and suffers two damage that attacking unit will be removed. If multiple units are 

attacking the attacking player may decide how to apply the damage.  
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If the Defender receives damage, the first point of damage must be consumed by retreating the 

defeated defender. If more than one point of damage is suffered, the additional damage will be 

applied to a unit’s strength through step reduction. 

Example: Continuing from the previous example, the Japanese Army achieved two hits and the 

Russian Army achieved one hit, so the Russian Army suffers one damage. The Russian Army 

must therefore retreat. 

Exception, Japanese defending Uiju (Area 12) can instead absorb the initial hit as damage, 

flipping to the damaged side, instead of retreating. 

Retreat 

Retreating is done by the retreating unit’s owning player. Retreat happens into an adjacent empty 

area. The direction does not matter as long as there are no enemy units within the area. 

You cannot retreat into areas occupied by friendly units. However, you can retreat beyond one 

area only if you can retreat to another area after passing through an area containing a friendly 

unit. Units that cannot make a legal retreat are destroyed. Russian Units defending in Areas 21, 

22, and 25 can retreat off the board. However, they will be treated like any other reinforcement 

unit. They must consume supply points to return to the board at area 25. (Regardless of their 

state when they retreat, they will come on damaged if one supply point is spent or full strength if 

two supply points are spent.) 

Example of a Battle: 

Japanese Troops in Area 3 and Area 7 attack Russian troops in Area 4. The Japanese Army adds 

one supply point for each unit and rolls a total of four dice. The Russian Army has only one unit, 

so can spend only up to 2 supply points (Maximum 3 dice). The Russian Army has put in one 

supply point and rolls a total of two dice. Both the Japanese units have 3 strength points, and 

score 2 hits with a roll of 1, 2, 4, 6. The Russian Army has 2 strength points scoring 1 hit with a 

roll of 1, 3. As a result the Russian Army must absorb the hit by retreating. The unit retreats to 

Area 5. If the Russian Army had suffered two hits, it would have retreated and then been flipped 

to its damaged side. 

The Siege of Port Arthur 

Battling for Port Arthur (Area 1) is different from combat in other areas. 

Port Arthur has its own garrison, the Port Arthur Garrison unit. It is placed on the Port Arthur 

Fortress track in the bottom left of the map. The Garrison has 3 strength points. Each time it 

suffers damage, decrease the token’s position by one space (shift it down towards the destruction 

space.) 

The Port Arthur Garrison cannot attack on its own. It also cannot be moved. 

When Japanese forces in Area 2 attack Port Arthur (Area 1) they follow the normal combat 

methods, however there are some exceptions. 
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The Russian Army cannot spend supply points and roll only one die. If the result is 2 or less, the 

attacking Japanese suffers 1 damage (regardless of the dice result on the Japanese side.) 

If the Japanese attack is successful, the Port Arthur Garrison loses only one strength point, 

regardless of the number of hits. 

Normally, the Port Arthur Garrison cannot spend supply points to recover. However, if there are 

no Japanese units in Area 2 at the beginning of the Recovery/Reinforcement Phase, it will 

automatically recover one strength point. Also, if the Russian Army uses Land Tactic Card # 3 

the Garrison will recover one strength point. 

As soon as the Port Arthur Garrison loses its final strength point and is shifted into the 

destruction space, the Porth Arthur Fleet is also destroyed. Regardless of its own state, remove 

the Port Arthur Fleet unit from the sea map and place it in the destruction box. 

Recovery 

Both Armies can return a damaged unit to full strength by spending 1 supply point per unit 

during the recovery phase. Pay the point and flip the unit’s token from damaged to full strength. 

There is no limit to the number of units that can be recovered in this way in one turn. The 

Japanese Army recovers first, then the Russian Army. 

No supply points are required to recover fleet units (Exception: Japanese Fleet) 

To recover a fleet unit, roll a die and recover if you roll equal to or below the current damaged 

strength value. 

Exception: While the Port Arthur Garrison is on space 3 of its track (Undamaged), the Port 

Arthur Fleet’s repair roll has a -1 modifier. Therefore, the fleet will successfully recover on a roll 

of 1 or 2 (not just 1, which is its damaged strength value.) 

Only the Japanese Army can add supply points to aid in recovering its fleets. When recovering a 

fleet, decide how many supply points you will add to your roll. For each supply point spent, 

reduce the roll result by 1. Therefore, if you are repairing the First Fleet, spending 3 supply 

points will ensure the Fleet recovers. 

Reinforcement 

Japanese reinforcements will appear in perfect condition in the designated area on the designated 

turn.  

Example: The Japanese Third Army appears on Turn 1 in Area 2. The Fourth Army appears on 

turn two in either area 7 or area 12. The Rearguard Army arrives on turn 6 in either area 5 or area 

12. 

If there are other units occupying the area a unit will enter on, their entry is postponed until the 

space is available. 

All Russian reinforcements begin off-board. 
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Russian Reinforcements appear by consuming supply points (1 supply point to appear damaged, 

2 supply points to appear full strength.) The Western Detachment appears full strength with one 

supply point as it has no reverse side. Russian reinforcements will appear in area 25. If Area 25 

is occupied by Japanese troops, Russian troops cannot be brought on to the board. Russian troops 

can only be brought on one unit per turn. 

Fleet Operations Phase 

Baltic Fleet Movement 

At the beginning of each turn’s Fleet Operations Phase, the Baltic Fleet is moved. Roll 1 die to 

determine how far the Baltic Fleet moves this turn. On a 1, it moves two spaces, on a 2-5 it 

moves one space, on a 6 it does not move. As a result of the move, if the Baltic Fleet enters the 

“Yellow Sea” square, it will appear in the Yellow Sea that turn. Remove the Baltic Fleet unit 

from the Baltic Fleet voyage chart and place it in the Yellow Sea on the Fleet Operations Insert. 

Forced March 

Once per game, you can force the Baltic Fleet die roll to show a result of 1, thereby allowing the 

Fleet to move two spaces. Declare before rolling the die. If you make this choice, the Baltic Fleet 

will take damage and be flipped to its damaged side. The Fleet can repair at Vladivostok. This 

does not grant the Japanese any Victory Points. 

Operations near the Sea of Japan 

The circled “Yellow Sea” and “Sea of Japan” spaces on the Fleet Operations Insert are called 

“Sea Areas”. In addition, Sasebo (Left Ochre box), Maizuru (Right Ochre Box), Port Arthur 

(Left Green Box) and Vladivostok (Right Green Box) are called Port Areas. Both armies move 

naval units and resolve battles as needed. A worn naval unit can also sortie. Sorties are optional. 

Russian Naval Units move first. The Port Arthur Unit may move to the Yellow Sea and Units 

from Vladivostok can move to the Sea of Japan or the Yellow Sea 

Next the Japanese Naval units will move. Sasebo’s units can move to the Yellow Sea and 

Maizuru’s units can move to the Sea of Japan. If there are no enemies, these units may move 

further into the other sea zone. (Example: if there are no Russian Naval Units in the Sea of Japan, 

Maizuru’s units can move to the Yellow Sea). 

Resolve battles if both navies are present in the same area. Maritime combat takes place once per 

turn in each area. Resolving naval battles is basically the same as resolving land battles, but no 

supply can be consumed. There is no attacking or defending position in naval combat. Rolls 

happen simultaneously. If there are multiple navies in the same hex, roll for each at the same 

time.  

Hits are applied by the receiving player. Full Strength ships receiving one damage are flipped 

over to their damaged side and returned to their home port (the Baltic Fleet goes to Vladivostok). 

If a damaged ship receives one damage or a full-strength ship receives two damage, it is 

destroyed and removed from the game. 
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Supply 

Both sides earn supply points each turn according to their conditions. Move the Supply Marker 

to the correct position on the Supply Track. 

Japanese Army Supply 

The Japanese Army’s supply points depend on the situation at sea. After the end of the maritime 

battle phase, The Japanese army gets supply points according to its control over the Yellow Sea 

and Sea of Japan. 

The Yellow Sea 

• 0 Supply Points earned if only Russian Units present 

• 1 supply if no one is present at the Russian Fleet at Port Arthur is destroyed 

• ½ D supply rounded up if both Japanese and Russian units are present 

• 1D + 1 supply rounded up if only Japanese Units are present 

D = six-sided die 

Example: If ½ D and a 3 is rolled, then 2 replenishment points are awarded (3/2=1.5 which is 

rounded to 2) 

Sea of Japan 

• 0 Supply Points if no Japanese units present 

• 1 supply point with both Japanese and Russian Units present 

• 2 supply points with only Japanese units present 

Russian Army Supply 

Russian Army supply points are based on a single die roll. The number rolled is the number of 

supply points. 

Direct Appeal 

The Russian Army can get additional supplies once per game. This is a direct appeal to the 

Emperor of Russia. Roll an additional die and add that supply to your total. This can be decided 

after the regular roll is made. 

Occupation of Port Arthur 

Once the Japanese have occupied Port Arthur, the Russians can then roll two dice to determine 

supply and choose between them. If both dice show the same result, you will receive both dice’s 

value. Example: If both dice rolled show 6, you will receive 12 points. 

This effect will continue even if the Japanese subsequently lose Port Arthur. To remember, flip 

over the Turn Marker. 

Ships Return to Port 
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After earning supply points for both armies, Naval units are returned to their respective ports. If 

there are no Japanese Units present, the Port Arthur Fleet may return to Vladivostok. 

The first turn the Baltic Fleet arrives it is always in the Yellow Sea. If it is not destroyed, it will 

return to Vladivostok. If the Port Arthur Fleet has also sortied, it can also travel to Vladivostok. 

Japanese units can be returned to either port, but there can only be one unit per port. 

Russian Western Detachment 

This unit may move two areas in one movement phase. It cannot move through enemy units. The 

Boot icon acts a reminder of their movement. 

If you use the tactical card #5 the Western Detachment can move up to 3 areas. Only the Western 

Detachment can occupy the same space as another friendly unit. When these two units suffer 

damage as the result of combat, it is up to the player to decide how to allocate it. If the unit the 

Western detachment shares an area with is forced to retreat, it must retreat as well to the same 

area. 

Tactical Cards 

Both players can purchase one tactical card by spending one supply point during the end phase. 

The Japanese player will purchase first, then the Russian player. If the Russian player purchases 

a card, the Japanese player will again be allowed to purchase a card. If you pass, you forfeit the 

opportunity to purchase a card that turn. But, you cannot purchase more than one more card than 

your opponent. Therefore, you can purchase up to the same number of cards as your opponent or 

one more. 

Example: The Japanese player purchases the first card. The Russian Player then purchases a 

card. Next the Japanese player can decide whether or not to buy an additional card. If they do not 

purchase, the Russian player can purchase only one more card. 

Tactical cards are kept hidden until you use them. 

The Japanese Army can use the side of a card that has a Japanese Flag, and the Russian Army 

can use the side of a card with the Russian Flag. There is no limit to the number of cards that can 

be used at one time. Also there is no hand limit. Declare cards that will be used in combat before 

dice are rolled (Exception: Machine Guns). In Land battles, the attacker declares that they are 

using cards first. 

Cards used in Naval Battles are first declared by the Russian Army. Other tactical cards can be 

used at any time, including during your opponents turn. All tactical cards are discardable. Cards 

can only be used once. If you draw a card with no option for your side, it can simply be 

discarded. Cancel the effect of Naganuma Raiding Regiments with Cossack Cavalry or vice 

versa. 

 

Choice Cards 
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These cards are for adjusting game balance. Instead of randomly drawing tactical cards at the 

beginning of the game, use the Japanese card if the Japanese player is at a disadvantage, or the 

Russian card if the Russian player is at a disadvantage. Alternatively, you can use both if you 

agree! 

 

Land Tactic Cards 

 
Card # Japanese Side Text Russian Side Text 

1 Use this card when Japanese army is 

attacking. Instead of the usual, roll twice the 

dice without spending extra supply points. 

Also, the Port Arthur Garrison does not get 

its counterattack. 

No Effect 

2 Only the Japanese Army can use this. 

When you use this, the Japanese Army gains 

one victory point. 

- 

3 After a battle, you may attack again with a 

single unit. Supply is consumed as normal. 

This includes attacking a fort a second time. 

Use this card to add 1 strength point to the 

Port Arthur Garrison (Add one step on the 

track up to full) 

4 No effect Used when the Russian Army is attacked by 

the Japanese Army. 1 Hit is negated (Play 

after Dice are Rolled). 

5 Use this card when the Japanese Army is 

attacking. Score 1 additional hit. 

One Unit has +1 movement point. 

6 You may look at all the cards in you 

opponent’s hand. 

Counter any Japanese land tactic card. 

7 Counter any Russian Land Tactic Card. You may look at all the cards in your 

opponent’s hand. 

8 This battle resolution phase, raise any one 

unit’s strength point by +1 

Roll 1 die. Add the value rolled to your 

supply 

9 Roll 1 die. Add the value rolled to your 

supply 

After a battle, you may attack again with a 

single unit. Supply is consumed as normal. 
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Naval Tactic Cards 

 
Card # Japanese Side Text Russian Side Text 

1 Use during Naval Battle. This battle 

phase, one fleet adds 2 to its combat 

power. 

No Effect 

2 If the Vladivostok fleet is alive, 

immediately damage it. If it is damaged, 

destroy it. 

 

This turn, during the Baltic Fleet Movement 

Phase, subtract one from the die rolled. 

3 This turn, during the Baltic Fleet 

Movement Phase, add one to the die roll. 

The Japanese army must immediately spend 

1 supply point. 

4 - Can only use this if the Vladivostok Fleet is 

the only one alive in a sea zone. The 

Japanese Army loses one VP. 

5 This turn, the Porth Arthur Fleet cannot 

sortie. 

Use during Naval Battles. This combat, any 

fleet’s strength point is increased by 2. 
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Choice Cards 

 

 
 

Russian Choice Card: 

At the beginning of the game, instead of drawing a random tactic card, you can choose this card. 

You don’t have to play this card for its effects to work. Simply keep it. 

 

Only available Turn 1 

 

Before the first Japanese combat phase, you may move 1 unit. 

 

Japanese Choice Card: 

At the beginning of the game, instead of drawing a random tactic card, you can choose this card. 

You don’t have to play this card for its effects to work. Simply keep it. 

 

Only available Turn 1 

 

During the land combat phase do not expend 1 supply point for an extra die roll. If you expend 2 

supply points, you may roll 4 dice. 
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Map with Labeled Tracks
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Map set up for First Turn 

 


